
DRAWING STUDIO 2MATERIALS:

ALAIYO BRADSHAW

FINAL ASSIGNMENT: 

*Choice of colors and medium (colored pencils, acrylic, 
watercolor, gouache, pastel, ink or other mixed media)
*Drawing paper of choice
*Final 2 drawings may be in book form or presented on a presen-
tation board. Be creative with final presentation.

 
PERCEPTION: Exploring the inner/outer self 
Memories and the creative self-portrait.

ASSIGNMENT: 
Self-portrait and /with/ through/from …your 
memories. 
Steps: 
1. (already begun) Keep memory diary sketchbook throughout 
the semester.  
2. Complete all 20 memory diary images by Fri. 4/20 
3. Apply concepts to inspiration boards in class. Bring large 
paper or board for backing, collage materials (copies of your 
drawings, writing, inspirational images from the internet, 
magazines, etc).  
4. Continue refining sketchbook imagery and overall       
    composition. Use reference to strengthen drawing quality.  
    Choose medium. 
Use 20 images from memory diary and overall self-portrait to 
complete final 2 part drawing, 16”x20” or larger.  
5. Final images/presentation due Fri., May 11  
6. Last day counts towards grades and overall attendance. Do  
    not make early travel plans. 
________________________________________________ 
MEMORIES 1. the mental capacity or faculty of retaining 
and reviving facts, events, impressions, etc., or of recalling or 
recognizing previous experiences.  
(define yours): 
Are your images based on sight, sound, taste, touch and/or smell? 
Are they repressed? False? Spur from recurring demons? 
Explorations, recollections, reflections? Feelings? (Mad, sad, happy….
empathetic) A shared experience? A creative line from your life to 
your artwork? Narratives? 
_____________________________________________________ 
Inspiration boards-Images, collage, text grouped together on 
a poster to show a compilation of inspirational elements. This 
mode of working helps you flesh out ideas. A rough collage 
or quick visual prototype to reflect a specific style, theme, 
expression, environment, atmosphere or feeling.  
Materials and resources: Scan in things you find around and 
gather other suitable pictures and textures. Use previously 
created layouts that influence and reflect the look and feel you 
anticipate using.  
Presentation: Explain your process, objectives and influences. 
Use adjectives to describe mood of board. Create 1-2 boards.

 HOMEWORK: FINISH ALL 20 OF THE  MEMORY IMAGES
 
 ASSIGNMENT: Inspiration boards-Begin final assignment 
during class. For next class, work individually to come up 
with concepts for the self-portrait and /with/ through/from 
…your memories. Ideas to be presented in sketch and  
written formats. Final, should be two drawings.  Size 
16”x20” or larger. Format is your choice. Due, Fri. 5/11

Various examples of 
inspiration boards for 
graphic, fashion, web and 
illustration projects. 


